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Short description of the DG: organizers, aims and underlying ideas
This discussion group aims to extend a discussion led by some senior and young researchers from four
different countries since some years about variations and series of tasks. Katalin Gosztonyi wrote her
PhD (
) on the comparison of the Hungarian reform of mathematics education led by Varga (pointing
out the importance of structuring problems in series and networks) and the French “mathématiques
modernes” reform. Charlotte de Varent wrote her PhD (
) on the use of history in mathematics
education, pointing out the importance of small numerical variations in Mesopotamian scholarly context.
Luxizi Zhang is working on her PhD (Zhang,
) towards an analytic model of “teaching mathematics
through variation” from the analysis of teachers’ documentation work (Gueudet & Trouche,
) in
China and France, making profit of the variation theory (Gu, Huang, & Marton,
) and the notion
of didactic variable in the theory of didactical situations (Brousseau,
).
As the above mentioned examples illustrate, the ‘variation perspective’ (what will mean in the followings:
variation as well as sequencing and networking of tasks and problems) appears as an important issue in
various traditions of mathematics education, and at the core of teachers’ documentation work.
International discussions where launched on this topic since some years: the “Series of problems”
interdisciplinary historical research project (
) (Bernard
), the first (
, Budapest) and
the second (
Lyon) “Variations and series of problems” workshop, and the Varga
conference
(
Budapest, https://varga100.sciencesconf.org/). The aim of these discussions was to confront
different implementations of this ‘variation perspective’, towards a common model, or a diversity of
models, allowing on one hand to develop analytical tools for researchers, and on the other hand to
support teachers design work. We consider that the ICME , in the country of the Chinese “variations
method” and thanks to the diversity of the conference’s public, would be a particularly well adapted
context for the continuation of this collective work.
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Planned structure (21:30 – 23:00, July 14):

Planned timeline

Planned activity

Working format /Responsible person

10 min
15 min

Introduction
The coordinators, plenary
Presentation of the Chinese, L. Zhang, K. Gosztonyi plenary
Hungarian and French handouts

20 min

Analyzing the data, extracting Work in small groups.
principles with special focus on the
structure of the task sequences.
Comparing to the participants’
teaching traditions

20 min

Sharing the results of the four Collective discussion
groups

10 min

Italian adaptation of the Chinese A. Ramploud, plenary
variation

15 min

General conclusions + potential The coordinators, plenary
plans for further research
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